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Abstract— Loudspeaker reproduction systems are subject to a compromise between spatial realism and cost.
By simulating loudspeaker reproduction on headphones,
the resulting spatial realism is limited accordingly, despite
the virtually unlimited spatial imaging capabilities of
binaural audio rendering technology. More particularly,
phantom imaging as often used for stereo audio material intended for loudspeaker reproduction is subject to
various restrictions in terms of loudspeaker positioning
in simulated space. As a consequence, phantom imaging
should preferably be avoided when simulating virtual
loudspeakers over headphones, especially if head tracking
is incorporated or if a wide sound stage is desired. A novel
method is described to extract phantom sound sources
from stereo audio content and convert these to sound
sources in a virtual listening environment.

I. I NTRODUCTION
During the last two decades, headphones as audio
reproduction system have gained significant interest.
Since the introduction of the portable cassette players
in the early 80’s, mobile music players have become
extremely popular, especially amongst youngsters. Since
then, mobile players have developed quite rapidly. During the mid 80’s, the analog, magnetic tape storage
medium was replaced by optical storage methods (CDs)
with content stored in digital format that significantly
improved the audio quality. Around the year 2000, flash
memory was introduced to store music in a digital,
compressed format, resulting in a significant increase

in storage capacity expressed in hours of content. Very
recently, mobile players have been extended with video
playback capabilities as well. Given the large availability
of video content accompanied by surround-sound audio,
it can be expected that 3D sound positioning will find
its way in the mobile domain in the near future.
Mobility and social constraints in most cases dictate
headphones as a reproduction device on mobile players.
In contrast to loudspeaker playback, stereo audio content
reproduced over headphones is perceived inside the head
[1]. The absence of the effect of the acoustical pathway
from sources at certain physical positions to the eardrums
causes the spatial image to sound unnatural, since the
cues that determine the perceived azimuth, elevation and
distance of a sound source are essentially missing or very
inaccurate.
To resolve the unnatural sound stage caused by inaccurate or absent sound source localization cues on
headphones, various systems have been proposed to
simulate a virtual loudspeaker setup. The idea is to
superimpose sound source localization cues onto each
loudspeaker signal. The technology for such binaural
audio rendering on headphones has attracted quite some
interest in various research areas and has found its way
to consumer electronic devices.
It is well known that accurate synthesis process of
virtual sources over headphones is not straightforward.
In particular, it has shown to be very difficult to match
the perceived and intended sound source position and
distance using a generic, non-individualized system [2].
Another challenge is related to the effect of head movements. In normal listening conditions, head rotations will
result in a change of stationary sound source positions
relative to the orientation of the head. When using headphones, on the other hand, the position of virtual sound
sources moves along with head rotations. The absence of
the effect of head rotations in virtual auditory displays
has a detrimental effect on naturalness [3], [4] and sound
source localization abilities [5], [6], [7], [8]. One method
to resolve this inconsistency that has been proposed is
to measure the orientation of the head by means of a
so-called head tracker, and modify the parameters of the
synthesis process accordingly to simulate sound source
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positions that have stationary physical locations.
For music or movie content, there is an additional
challenge that is often not mentioned explicitly. By
simulation of a virtual loudspeaker setup, the constraints
and limitations that apply to the suboptimal reproduction
system will also limit the spatial image quality in the
virtual environment on top of the difficulties that exist
for binaural synthesis in general.
In the next section, limitations and constraints of
loudspeaker reproduction will be discussed in more
detail. Subsequently, the general challenges for binaural
synthesis will be outlined, followed by a discussion on
the consequences of combining the two: the synthesis
of virtual loudspeaker setups. Finally, an alternative
solution for binaural synthesis is described that resolves
some of the problems associated with virtual loudspeaker
setups.
II. T HE STEREOPHONIC COMPROMISE
The aim of an audio or recording engineer is to
provide an artistically meaningful and preferably realistic reproduction of a certain event or recording, given
the limitations of a certain target reproduction system.
Basically two approaches can be pursued (cf. [9]). The
first approach, referred to as there and then, aims at an
accurate reproduction of the spatial characteristics that
were present during the recording. The idea is to create
the illusion that the listener is situated in the same room
as the recording was made, for example in a concert hall.
The second method, referred to as here and now, aims
at placing various auditory objects in the reproduction
room, i.e., in the same room the listener is situated during
playback.
One of the major challenges that audio engineers
are facing is that the target reproduction system is
suboptimal and restricted in terms of spatial imaging
capabilities. These restrictions follow from various cost
and esthetic considerations. The most popular loudspeaker reproduction system is based on two-channel
stereophony, using two loudspeakers ideally positioned
at +30 and -30 degrees azimuth and at equal distance
from the listener. Under these circumstances, the listener
is positioned in the so-called sweet spot. Given this
setup, a technique referred to as amplitude panning
can position a phantom sound source between the two
loudspeakers. Thus, in the context of this paper, the
term phantom source reflects a perceived sound source
at a position in between the loudspeakers that is created using panning techniques. For a phantom source
generated using amplitude panning, the employed interchannel level differences (ICLDs) result in inter-aural

time differences (ITDs) and inter-aural level differences
(ILDs) at the level of the listener’s eardrums that roughly
correspond to those of the desired phantom sound source
position [10]. However there are indications that the
match between sound source localization cues resulting
from a phantom source and those from a real source
can differ significantly, especially in the mid and high
frequency range [10], [11], [12].
Secondly, the area of feasible phantom source positions is quite limited. Basically, phantom sources can
only be positioned at an arc between the two loudspeakers. The angle between the two loudspeakers has an upper limit of about 60 degrees [13] and hence the resulting
frontal image is limited in terms of width. But even for
such limited aperture angle of the speakers, the perceived
phantom source position is not fully deterministic and
depends on the temporal and spectral characteristics of
the source signals [14], [11].
Thirdly, in order for amplitude panning to work correctly, the position of the listener is very restricted. The
sweet spot is usually quite small. As soon as the listener
moves outside the sweet spot, panning techniques fail
and audio sources are perceived at the position of the
closest loudspeaker [15].
A fourth restriction applies to the orientation of the
listener. If due to head or body rotations both speakers
are not positioned symmetrically on both sides of the median plane, the conversion from inter-channel relations to
correct inter-aural cues fails and the perceived position of
phantom sources is wrong or becomes ambiguous [16],
[17], [18], [19], [20].
A fifth potential issue is the spectral coloration that is
induced by amplitude panning. Due to dissimilar pathlength differences to both ears and the resulting combfilter effects, phantom sources may suffer from pronounced spectral modifications compared to a real sound
source at the desired position [17], [21]. It has also been
shown that speech intelligibility is significantly improved
for a real (center) loudspeaker source compared to a
phantom source, which may also be attributed to the
presence of comb-filter effects in the phantom-source
case [22].
A final, more generic potential problem of loudspeaker reproduction is that the room-acoustic properties
in which the reproduction system is placed will be
superimposed on the room-acoustic properties of the
recording. In the case of a here and now type recording,
this is a desired property, but for recordings that were
mixed according to the there and then principle, the
reproduction room acoustics may interfere with those
captured by the recording.
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III. V IRTUAL CHALLENGES
If the panning techniques to create phantom sources on
loudspeaker systems are used on headphones, the auditory objects are perceived inside the head [23], [24], [10],
[1]. This is because the simple, frequency-independent
level and/or time differences between the audio channels
only approximate the sound-source localization cues that
appear in the real world. Inter-aural level differences
and inter-aural time differences depend on azimuth and
elevation of a sound source in a complex way, due to
path-length differences, diffraction, reflections and headshadow effects. In order to create a realistic virtual sound
source, the acoustical pathway from a certain sound
source position to both eardrums must be modelled in
great detail. The most common method to describe and
process virtual sound sources is by means of HeadRelated Transfer Functions (HRTFs)[25], [26], [27],
[28]. Typically, HRTFs come in pairs (one for each ear)
and due to their strong dependence on position, they
are typically measured at a very fine spatial resolution
(typically 5 to 10 degrees spacing, cf. [29], [30]). Besides
dependence on azimuth and elevation, HRTFs vary also
as a function of distance [31], [32]. The large amount of
data, associated with an HRTF database, and the required
processing power are the main challenges in binaural
audio processing [2], especially on mobile devices with
limited processing power and battery life.
Another difficulty is the dependence of HRTFs on
the specific anthropometric properties of each individual
[33], [34]. If signals are processed with individualized
HRTFs in anechoic conditions and a fixed head orientation/position, listeners can not discriminate between a
real sound source and a virtual sound source [26], [28].
Despite such accurate reproduction of virtual sources,
subjects show localization errors and front/back confusions with generic [35] as well as with individualized
HRTFs, especially for positions on the so-called cones
of confusion that have virtually identical ITD and ILD
cues [36], [32], [35]. If non-individual HRTFs are used,
sound source localization performance degrades [37],
[38], [33]. Interestingly, if head rotations are allowed
during sound stimulation using a physical sound source,
or if the effect of head rotations is taken into account in
the synthesis process of virtual sources, the localization
accuracy of human sound source localization increases
considerably (especially in terms of front/back reversals),
both for individual as well as non-individual HRTFs
[38], [5], [35]. Moreover, there is some evidence that
if head rotations are included in the binaural synthesis, non-individualized and individualized HRTFs give
approximately equal localization performance [5], [6],

[7], [8]. This observation seems to suggest that HRTF
personalization is only required in the case that the
effect of head rotations are not taken into account in
the synthesis process.
If anechoic HRTFs are employed, the perceived distance of the virtual source is often very limited. The
addition of a room-acoustic model, involving early reflections (i.e., the first part of the time-domain reverb
impulse response that mainly contains distinct peaks) is
known to increase the out-of-head percept and realism of
a virtual sound source [39], [35], [40]. The addition of
late reverberation (the remainder of the impulse response
that is in most cases described in terms of statistical
properties such as the decay time and modal density)
does not seem to have any effect on externalization
[35]. The incorporation of room acoustics, however, may
interfere with those captured by the recording itself and
hence may have negative effects as well, especially for
there and then types of content.
IV. T HE USER PERSPECTIVE
When binaural synthesis techniques are used to simulate a fixed virtual loudspeaker setup using headphones,
all restrictions that are valid for loudspeaker systems
on the one hand, and the difficulties associated with
binaural synthesis on the other hand will all apply
simultaneously. In other words, a listener may find him
or herself with his or her head tightened to a chair
without being able to move or change orientation. The
pinnae of the listener’s ears are replaced by those from
someone else. The acoustical properties of the virtual
listening room may interfere with those captured by the
recording. The sound stage is quite narrow due to the
compromised loudspeaker setup, phantom sources have a
somewhat diffuse image and may suffer from comb-filter
artefacts, and it is quite difficult to determine whether
the virtual loudspeakers are placed in front or behind
the listener. This is not a very desirable user perspective
and chances are that this approach does not provide the
desired immersive and realistic listening experience.
Given all observations described above, we can formulate a set of design recommendations for headphone
enhancement algorithms to playback audio produced for
loudspeakers.
1) Incorporate head tracking. Head tracking is currently the only known factor to resolve front/back
reversals. A second important advantage of the
incorporation of the proprioceptive sense is that
it relaxes the need for individualized HRTFs and
all associated measurement challenges that are
difficult to realize for consumer-oriented devices.
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2) Convert phantom sources to virtual sources. If
stereo audio content contains phantom sources,
reproduction of this audio content will result in
virtual phantom sources if reproduced over a
stereophonic virtual loudspeaker setup. The necessity of phantom imaging to overcome the quality
vs cost compromise of loudspeaker systems is in
many cases not required with headphone-based
systems. By selecting the appropriate HRTFs,
sound sources can be positioned anywhere around
the listener without the restrictions associated with
phantom imaging. This is especially important
when head tracking is incorporated; a change in
the orientation of the listener’s head violates the restrictions imposed by amplitude panning and hence
the combination of head tracking and phantom
imaging should be avoided. Thus, phantom sources
will have to be converted to (virtual) sound sources
at the intended spatial position.
3) Minimize virtual reproduction-room acoustic interference or at least provide user control. Early
reflections are required for externalized sound
sources, but late reverberation is not. To minimize
interference between the acoustical properties of
the recording and the reproduction room, it is
recommended to use early reflections only, and
possibly provide means to add late reverberation
if desired by the listener.
V. M ATERIALIZE THE PHANTOM
For many applications, phantom sound sources are
difficult to circumvent. A significant portion of recorded
stereo music, especially in the popular category, is produced using amplitude panning as main spatial imaging
method. Hence playback of such material over two
virtual loudspeakers will result in “virtual phantom”
sources as depicted in the left panel of Fig. 1. Using
amplitude panning, the left and right virtual loudspeakers
produce a virtual phantom sound source which is subject
to the various drawbacks described in Sect. II. The
preferred virtual playback scenario is shown in the right
panel of Fig. 1. The virtual phantom source is replaced
by a virtual source using HRTFs that correspond to an
azimuth angle ab conforming to the perceived azimuth
angle of the virtual phantom source shown in the left
panel of Fig. 1. This process is referred to as “phantom
materialization”.
The main challenge of the development of such a
scheme is to decompose a set of signals into one
or more phantom source signals, including their corresponding perceived positions, and a residual signal,
that represents signal components that do not fit in the

Virtual phantom
source
Left

Virtual source
Right

ab

Left

Right

ab

Fig. 1. Two virtual loudspeakers result in a virtual phantom source
at an azimuth angle ab resulting from amplitude panning techniques
(left panel). The virtual phantom source is replaced by a virtual source
at the same position (right panel).

amplitude panning model, such as room reflections and
reverberation or effects that may have been added to
certain elements in a stereo mix that modify their spatial
attributes. Since it is not a-priori known how many
phantom sources are present in a certain audio segment,
and (blind) separation of such sources is very difficult,
the proposed decomposition method is based on recent
trends in spatial audio processing and compression. It has
been shown that the spatial image of an auditory scene
can be captured by interpreting individual time/frequency
tiles of a signal as pseudo auditory objects [41], [42],
[43], [44], [45], [46], [47] that have a certain perceived
position and a perceived width. The perceived position
depends on sound-source localization cues (e.g., interaural time and level differences) while the perceived
width predominantly depends on the coherence of the
underlying stereo signal pair.
The proposed method applied to stereo signals is outlined in Fig. 2. A spatial analysis stage decomposes the
stereo input signal into various time/frequency tiles. For
each time/frequency tile, an estimated perceived position
angle ab of the phantom source is derived based on
analysis of sound-source localization cues. Subsequently,
for each time/frequency tile the stereo input signal is
decomposed into three intermediate signals:
•
•

•

A phantom source signal S that is constructed from
the stereo input signal,
a residual signal Dl for the left input channel representing components that are not associated with
the phantom source signal S , and
a residual signal Dr for the right input channel
representing components that are not associated
with the phantom source signal S .

The idea to extract phantom sources from stereo
or multi-channel content has been part of extensive
research in the past (cf. [48], [49], [46], [50], [51]).
This current decomposition method differs however from
earlier proposals that focus on extraction of primary
and ambience signals. In earlier approaches, the primary
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signal is assumed to be directional, while the ambience
signal is assumed to be unidirectional to create a sense
of spaciousness. The risk with such approach is that
if the input signals do not fit the underlying model
for the primary components, the resulting signals may
erroneously be interpreted as ambience. In the current
residual approach, on the other hand, the idea is to
enhance the spatial image for signal components that
fit in an amplitude-panning model, while leaving other
components (the residual signals) untouched.
The three intermediate signals and the position angle
ab of the phantom source are conveyed to a spatial
synthesis stage that employs HRTFs to the three intermediate signals to generate the desired virtual sound
sources, and subsequently converts the resulting stereo
binaural signal to the time domain. Each individual
time/frequency tile of the signal S is convolved with
HRTFs of the corresponding azimuth angle ab , while
the residual components Dl and Dr are processed with
HRTFs of predetermined positions. These predetermined
positions are preferably equal to the positions of the
loudspeakers in two-channel stereophonic listening.

(3)

Dr [k] = −D[k].

(4)

A single, out-of-phase residual signal D[k] was found
to result in a more robust estimate of a residual component than our attempts to estimate independent residual
signals Dl [k] and Dr [k]. The angle γb represents a “sinecosine pan law” parameter, also referred to as “tangent
pan law” parameter [55], [56], [14] and has a value
between 0 and 90 deg. The inverse relationship between
S[k], D[k], Xl [k] and Xr [k] gives a better insight in the
employed signal model:
"

Xl [k]
Xr [k]

#

"

=

tan(γb ) =

The spatial analysis stage comprises a time/frequency
analysis transform to obtain the required processing
bands. These processing bands preferably follow a nonlinear frequency resolution according to the Equivalent
Rectangular Bandwidth (ERB) scale [52] to mimic the
assumed perceptual spatial decomposition. Various methods based on Fourier transforms [53], [44] or filter banks
[54], [46] have been proposed in the past. In the current
implementation, the two input signals xl [n] and xr [n]
(sampled at 44.1 kHz sampling frequency) were segmented in 1024-sample, 50% overlapping frames. Each
segment was subsequently windowed using a squareroot Hanning window, and transformed to the frequency
domain using a K =1024-point discrete Fourier transform
(DFT) to result in frequency-domain representations
Xl [k], Xr [k]. Finally, the various frequency bins k (k =
0, ..., K − 1) were grouped into processing bands b (b =
0, ..., B − 1) to approximate the ERB-scale resolution.
For each processing band b, the following transformation of the signals Xl [k] and Xr [k] was used:
Xl [k] + Xr [k]
,
sin(γb ) + cos(γb )

D[k] = Xl [k] − sin(γb )S[k].

(1)
(2)

Here, S[k] represents the phantom-source signal and
D[k] a single, out-of-phase residual signal according to:

sin(γb ) +1
cos(γb ) −1

#"

S[k]
D[k]

#

.

(5)

The solution for γb follows from an energetic analysis
under the constraints that S[k] and D[k] are independent
and D[k] is minimized for each band b independently
(see [44], [46] for more details):

A. Spatial analysis

S[k] =

Dl [k] = D[k],

σXl ,b cos(vb + βb )
,
σXr ,b cos(−vb + βb )

(6)

with
1
arccos (ρb ) .
(7)
2
The variable ρb denotes the normalized cross-correlation
coefficient of the signals Xl [k] and Xr [k] in processing
band b:
vb =

ÃP

ρb = <

∗
k∈b Xl [k]Xr [k]

σXl ,b σXr ,b

!

,

(8)

with <(x) the real part of x, X ∗ the complex conjugate
of X , k ∈ b denoting all bins k that are grouped
2 , σ2
in parameter band b and σX
Xr ,b the energy in
l ,b
the left and right input signals for processing band b,
respectively:
2
σX,b
=

X

X[k]X ∗ [k].

(9)

k∈b

The parameter βb is given by:
βb = tan(

σXr ,b − σXl ,b
arctan(vb )).
σXr ,b + σXl ,b

(10)

The amplitude-panning parameter γb is mapped to
a perceived position parameter ab for a given (predetermined) virtual loudspeaker setup with a left-channel
loudspeaker positioned at an angle al and a right-channel
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Spatial analysis

Spatial synthesis

Dl

T/F
analysis

Dr

Spatial
decomposition

Stereo input

F/T
synthesis
Apply
HRTFs

S

T/F
analysis

F/T
synthesis
Position angle a’b

Estimate
phantom
position

Fig. 2.

Modification

Position angle ab

Outline of the proposed analysis followed by synthesis steps to materialize virtual phantom sources.

loudspeaker at an angle ar (typically −30 and +30 deg,
respectively):
γb
(al − ar ) .
(11)
90
An example of the angle ab as a function of the ICLD
of a single sound source (i.e., ρb = 1) is given by the
solid line in Fig. 3. For an ICLD of -30 dB (i.e., the
left loudspeaker radiates 30 dB more power than the
right loudspeaker), the angle ab approaches -30 deg,
which corresponds to the position of the left loudspeaker
(al = −30) in this example. For an ICLD of 0 dB,
both loudspeakers have the same power and hence the
(perceived) position angle ab equals 0. Further increases
of the ICLD result in a larger angle ab towards ar = 30.
ab = ar +

the (relative) power of D is maximum in the case of
an ICLD of zero dB and a correlation ρb = 0. If the
ICLD or correlation increases, the relative power of
D decreases accordingly. For extreme panning values
(ICLD equal to +30 or -30 dB), the power of signal D
becomes extremely small. Hence in that case, the spatial
image is effectively modelled by a single source S at
the loudspeaker position corresponding to the ICLD (left
speaker for ICLD = -30 dB, and right speaker for ICLD
= +30dB).
0
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Fig. 4. The ratio of the power of D and S (expressed in dB) as a
function of the ICLD and ρb .
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Fig. 3.
The angle ab as a function of the ICLD defined as
σ r
20 log10 σX
for a single panned sound source (i.e., ρb = 1
Xl
represented by the solid line). The positions of the loudspeakers are
given by (al , ar ) = (−30, 30 deg).

The ratio of the power of D and S (expressed in dB)
as a function of the ICLD and the normalized crosscorrelation ρb is visualized in Fig. 4. As can be observed,

B. Spatial synthesis
The spatial synthesis stage reconstructs the spatial
sound stage based on the signals S[k], D[k] and position
angle for the S signal a0b , and the positions corresponding
to the residuals D (a0l and a0r ), which may be modified
versions of ab , al and ar , respectively. These modified
position angles may result from a desired modification
in the sound-stage aperture (by increasing the angle
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between the two loudspeakers placed at al and ar ), or a
sound-stage angular offset resulting from a head-tracker
according to:
a0l = al c1 + c0 ,

(12)

a0r = ar c1 + c0 ,

(13)

a0b = ab c1 + c0 ,

(14)

with c1 a sound-stage aperture scale factor and c0 a
sound-stage offset angle. The sound-stage aperture is
visualized in Fig. 5.

a' l
a' r

Fig. 5. Aperture of the reconstructed soundstage. The angles a0l and
a0r represent the modified positions of the left and right loudspeaker,
respectively.

The synthesis process comprises generation of three
sources for each parameter band: a source S[k] at an
azimuth angle a0b , a source D[k] at an azimuth angle
a0l , and a source −D[k] at an azimuth angle a0r . A
conventional method to create such virtual sound sources
is by means of convolution using HRTFs. This process
could in principle be employed on sub-band signals
as well. Alternatively, in the FFT domain, convolution
can be efficiently implemented by multiplication with
HRTFs provided that zero-padding is employed to the
signal frames to resolve the cyclic behavior of the
Fourier transform. Recently, however, it has been shown
that HRTF processing can be efficiently implemented
in a lossy parametric form [57], [46] without negative perceptual consequences. The parametric representation is especially suitable for the application described
here since (1) in contrast to many other approaches,
no zero padding is required, and (2) the parametric
HRTF description closely matches the processing-band
approach that is pursued here. This means that the spatial
analysis and spatial synthesis can be employed in the
same (transform) domain without creating audible timedomain aliasing distortion.

Using the parametric approach, pairs of HRTFs are
described by the following parameters that are defined
for each processing band independently:
1) An (average) level parameter of the left-ear HRTF
pl,b,a,e ,
2) An (average) level parameter of the right-ear HRTF
pr,b,a,e ,
3) An average phase difference parameter φb,a,e ,
with a the azimuth angle and e the elevation angle.
The (average) level parameters pl,b,a,e , pr,b,a,e describe
the spectral envelopes of the HRTFs (and hence the interaural level differences). The phase difference parameter
φb,a,e provides a step-wise constant approximation of
the inter-aural time difference. Experiments have shown
that if the processing bands are sufficiently small, such
step-wise approximation does not result in audible differences compared to the original HRTFs [46]. Using
such parametric representation, the synthesis process of
a binaural signal pair Yl , Yr for a virtual source with
signal X[k] within a subband or FFT domain comprises
multiplication of the signal with a complex-valued scalar:
Yl [k] = X[k]pl,b,a,e e−jφb,a,e /2 ,

(15)

Yr [k] = X[k]pr,b,a,e e+jφb,a,e /2 .

(16)

The phase difference φb,a,e is expressed in radians and
is divided symmetrically across the two output signals,
which requires φb,a,e to be an estimate of the unwrapped
phase difference between the respective HRTFs.
Applying the parametric method in the current context, the binaural output signals Yl [k], Yr [k] given the
decomposition of the input signals into S[k], D[k], γb ,
and the position data a0b , a0l , and a0r are given by:
−jφ

0

/2

Yl [k] = S[k]pl,b,a0b ,0 e b,ab ,0 + ...
−jφ 0 /2
D[k]pl,b,a0l ,0 e b,al ,0 − ... ,
D[k]pl,b,a0r ,0 e−jφb,a0r ,0 /2
+jφ

0

(17)

/2

Yr [k] = S[k]pr,b,a0b ,0 e b,ab ,0 + ...
+jφ 0 /2
D[k]pr,b,a0l ,0 e b,al ,0 − ... .
D[k]pr,b,a0r ,0 e+jφb,a0r ,0 /2

(18)

The values for pl,b,a,e , pr,b,a,e and φb,a,e are typically
stored in a (parametric) HRTF database for a discrete set
of virtual sound source positions. The spatial resolution
of such a database is typically one parameter set for 5
to 15 degrees in azimuth and/or elevation. If parameters
are required for an azimuth and/or elevation angle that
is not present in the database, (bi)linear interpolation is
employed.
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Finally, the time-domain output signals are obtained
by an inverse DFT, windowing with a square-root Hanning window and overlap-add (using 50% overlapping
frames).
C. Evaluation
1) Stimuli and method: A listening test was conducted to evaluate the subjective implications for the
processing scheme as described above. Subjects had to
rate three different processing configurations:
1) A standard stereo virtual loudspeaker setup with
virtual speakers positioned at -30 and +30 degrees
(labeled as “30DegFix”);
2) A “widened” stereo virtual loudspeaker setup with
virtual speakers positioned at -60 and +60 degrees
(labeled as “60DegFix”);
3) The phantom materialization method using c1 =
2 resulting in a0l = −60 and a0r = +60 degrees
(“60DegDyn”).
Nine subjects were asked to provide scores for a
set of items for each of the processing methods above
on a 100-point scale in a double-blind listening test.
The 100-point scale had equidistant anchors labelled
“Excellent”, “Good”, “Fair”, “Poor”, and “Bad”. The test
procedure provided means to switch between processing
methods in real time and to loop user-definable segments
within the excerpts. The (unprocessed) stereo signal was
provided as ”reference”. Subjects were instructed to rate
the perceived quality of the processed items, and only
use the “reference” to allow identification of artefacts,
sound source coloration or unnatural spatial attributes
introduced by the processing and to perform a crosscheck whether these artefacts are absent or present in
the unprocessed content. In other words, the resulting
rates can only be interpreted as relative scores across
the employed processing methods, but do not indicate
any absolute quality rating for the processing itself
(compared to the case without any processing). The
subjects were seated in a sound-isolated listening room
using Stax reference headphones.
Eight excerpts were used that covered a wide variety
of content and stereo imaging, including classical music,
popular music, speech, and speech with background
music or background ambience. A short description of
each excerpt is given in Table I. The audio excerpts had
a duration between 9 and 30 seconds and were sampled
at 44.1 kHz, 16 bits.
Anechoic dummy-head HRTF measurements were
employed to generate virtual sound sources. No head
tracking was employed in the test. The HRTFs were
sampled at a 6-degree azimuth and elevation resolution.

Excerpt
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Name
Bovio
Classic
Elliot1
Panvces
Popvce
Scoppin
Spchmusic
Y tal vez

Description
Classical orchestra
Classical orchestra
Speech dialog with ambience
Two voices inversely panned
Popular music with female vocalist
Jazz instrumental music
Male speech with background music
Latin instrumental music

TABLE I
L ISTENING TEST EXCERPTS .

Subsequently, the HRTFs were equalized for the diffusefield and transformed to the parametric domain (cf.
[57], [46]). In total, 28 parameter bands were employed
to cover the audible frequency range using a spectral
spacing that is identical to that employed in MPEG
Surround [46], [58]. Spatial positions in-between HRTF
measurement positions were obtained by means of linear
interpolation of the HRTF parameters. A simple earlyreflections stage was incorporated to increase the percept
of distance. This stage operated on a mono down mix
in parallel to the HRTF processing stage and consisted
of a band-pass filter, a delay, a set of first-order all-pass
sections connected in series and a Lauridsen decorrelator [59] to create stereo output. The resulting earlyreflections signal was added to the output of the HRTF
processing stage with a gain of -6 dB. This level gave
an audible but subtle increase in the perceived distance
while minimizing the interference with the spatial attributes of the various excerpts.
2) Results: The results of the listening test are shown
in Fig. 6. The excerpts are shown along the abscissa. The
last entry (“Mean”) represents the mean score averaged
across excerpts. The scores averaged across subjects are
given along the ordinate. The error bars denote the 95%
confidence intervals of the means. The various symbols
represent the different processing configurations.
The results indicate that the “60DegFix” (diamonds)
and “30DegFix” (squares) configurations are more or
less equal in terms of scores with a small preference for
the “60DegFix” configuration. For some items, the wider
loudspeaker base has higher scores (items “Classic” and
“Panvces”) while the opposite effect is observed for two
other items (“Elliot1” and “Scoppin”). The “60DegDyn”
configuration (downward triangles) shows considerably
higher scores on average than the other two configurations for 7 out of the 8 items, and is on par with the
“60DegFix” configuration for the “Spchmusic” item.
A 3-way analysis of variance was carried out using
the configuration, excerpt and subject as independent
variables (including second-order interactions), and the
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Fig. 6. Subjective preference results for each item averaged across
subjects. Error bars denote 95% confidence intervals for the means.

preference score as dependent variable. The main effect
of the configuration yielded an F ratio of F (2, 112) =
50.82 (p < 10−10 ) indicating that the configuration
is a significant factor in the results. The same is true
for subject (F (8, 112) = 11.87, p < 10−10 ) but not
for excerpt (F (7, 112) = 1.69, p > 0.11). A posthoc comparison of marginal means revealed that all
configurations differ significantly at the 95% confidence
level. The interaction between configuration and excerpt
resulted in F (14, 112) = 1.87 (p < 0.037), indicating
that some excerpts were more critical to find differences
between the various processing methods than others.
The same is true for the interaction between configuration and subject (F (16, 112) = 3.11, p < 0.00023)
which indicates differences between subjects to rate the
various configurations. Finally, the interaction between
excerpt and subject was not found to be significant
(F (56, 112) = 1.18, p > 0.22).
3) Discussion: The subjective ratings indicate a small
preference for two virtual loudspeakers placed at +/60 degrees compared to placement at +/- 30 degrees.
This seems in contradiction to earlier statements that
the aperture angle of loudspeakers should be limited to
60 degrees (cf. [13]) to obtain correct phantom source
imaging. The degradation of phantom source image
quality is confirmed by informal retrospective listening
to the various items and processing configurations. For
the 120-degrees aperture angle (“60DegFix”), phantom
sources tend to sound more “inside” the head and are
elevated compared to the corresponding images resulting
from the other two processing configurations. On the
other hand, the “30DegFix” configuration has a quite
narrow spatial extent, which may cause lower preference
scores. Possibly, the preference for a wider sound stage

for “60DegFix” counteracts the corresponding degradation in phantom-imaging accuracy and “out-of-head”
localization.
The phantom materialization method resulted in equal
or higher scores than the two other (conventional) processing methods. Especially for those items that consisted of a mixture of multiple sound sources at discrete
spatial positions, the quality difference is most prominent (items “Elliot1”, “Popvce” and “Scoppin”). These
observations support the notion that spatial analysis and
synthesis methods can overcome limitations of fixed
virtual loudspeaker setups. More specifically, the results
can be explained at least qualitatively by considering
two main effects: (1) the overall spatial extent (or sound
stage width), and (2) the spatial naturalness or imaging
quality of the various sound sources. By widening or
narrowing the sound stage without the use of spatial
analysis and synthesis techniques, these two effects seem
to be counteracting. On the other hand, the use of
phantom materialization results in a positive-sum result:
a more natural and simultaneously wider sound stage. In
fact, informal tests revealed that if the orientation of the
listener with respect to the loudspeaker setup is changed
(which could be the result of the incorporation of a
head tracker), the differences are even more pronounced
in favor of the phantom materialization method. This
observation suggests that the proposed method results
in even more natural sound stage imaging when headtracking is employed.
VI. C ONCLUSIONS
Playback of conventional stereo content over headphones is usually perceived “inside” the head. A more
natural reproduction can be obtained using so-called
virtual loudspeakers employing HRTFs. However, when
a conventional stereo speaker setup is simulated over
headphones, all corresponding compromises that are
associated with such a reproduction system will limit
the spatial accuracy in the virtual listening environment
as well. In this paper an approach was presented that
exploits the extended spatial imaging capabilities for
headphone reproduction. A stereo signal is decomposed
into a number of (phantom) sound sources with corresponding perceived positions. Subsequently, a spatial
synthesis step materializes the (virtual) phantom sources
by synthesis of the estimated phantom-source signals
using HRTFs corresponding to the perceived positions. A
listening test was conducted to illustrate the potential of
the phantom materialization method. The results indicate
that (1) subjects prefer a larger spatial extent of the sound
stage and (2) subjects prefer materialized sources rather
than (virtual) phantom sources in a virtual listening test
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setup. The angular approach of the proposed method is
very suitable for applications that include head tracking.
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